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Power amplifier 3A - Smart LED controller for
lighting stairs

Price 25.87 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 14 days

Number 1272

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
Power amplifier allows you to connect the controller channel increased load. This allows you to connect to an intelligent
system, eg. handrail of the stairs, led ceiling lighting, lamp on the staircase.

Power amplifier belongs to the smart accessory lighting systems that allow it to expand, increase efficiency in terms of power.
We are trying to every time a customer buys a driver to prompt such an option, without constraining the project and on the
contrary - enriching it with a new topic.

With the end of the channel can be connected load up to 18A. As a result, we have a chance to add light effect in additional
locations. At stake for example. Backlight railings, handrail. Often also attaches more LED strips or lighting fixtures. Stairs
have yet very different spaces and should add a light in several corners of the staircase, or in a very long dimly lit lobby.
Therefore, we brighten the additional spaces.

Another option is to attach to the system of other types of lighting. In addition to LED strips, including RGB LED, you can reach
for framing using the same technology, whether, for example. Hanging lamps or sconces. It was then that everything works in
harmony with each other and in accordance with the needs of the user sets the activity of illumination in conjunction with the
real situation at the moment (participation sensors).

Power amplifier allows the use of LED strip lighting of the stairs with a power greater than 1A per one step. According to the
specification of the proposed tip is equal to the increase in channel load controller 3A. On request we produce power amplifier
for maximum load to 18A.

Specifications: 

- Increasing the channel load controller to 3 A
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